Bucket List Bonanza: Petra's Ancient Pagan Sites Inspired Indiana Jones and Lawrence of Arabia
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There’s plenty of water, minted tea, pita and hummus snacks sold by local Bedouins at rest cafes at the bottom. You can “negotiate” [a polite way of saying hassle] with one of the camel-jockey attendants for a quick snapshot or an extended ride on a menagerie of animals...

were stamped out a tin machine in northern China last week. As for all the rest of the “authentic” scarves, camel sad-

Caveat emptor.

My only real complaint is that Jordan’s Ministry of Antiquities has not vigilantly monitored this sacred area with more vigilance allowing these...

Intrepid desert explorers and even luxury tourists enjoy the romantic, lore-laden ballads of love and adieu to Petra. From our balcony at our...